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EXPO REVESTIR:
18 YEARS OF 
BUSINESS, 
KNOWLEDGE AND 
INNOVATION

EXPO REVESTIR is consolidated 
as Latin America’s most important 
finishing event and holds its vocation 
of connecting businesses, creativity, 
trends, new releases and inspirations. 
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The 18th EXPO REVESTIR takes place 
between March 10th and 13th 2020, 
at Transamerica Expo Center, in Sao 
Paulo, and brings so many innovations 
that the feeling is of celebration for the 
long journey travelled and many accom-
plishments. Over these past 18 years, 
the event has reached majority age 
with full capacity of exhibitors, and the 
expectancy of over 60 thousand highly 
qualified professionals during its four 
days of event, with a program created to 
meet different needs and interests. 

Business Days: two days of Business 
and customized Networking

EXPO REVESTIR is the biggest business 
platform of the national and international 
market of Latin America. Therefore, the 
first two days of event (March 10th and 
11th) were dedicated to business in its 
essence, through a customized service 
for those seeking strengthening commer-
cial relations and expand the networking 
directly with the manufacturers, to nego-
tiate and close contracts. The goal is to 
make the service customized and bring 
more comfort, attention and time neces-
sary to do the best businesses. 

Creative Days: a mix of contents and 
immersion on trends and innovation 

Design, house customization through 
finishings and lots of avant-garde form 
the expectations for the 18th edition of 
EXPO REVESTIR. It is during the mara-
thon of knowledge, focused on unique 
experiences, that the exhibitors will 

Mauricio Borges
Presidente Executivo
ANFACER

Manfredo Gouvêa Jr.
Presidente do Conselho de 
Administração ANFACER

André Soares
Diretor Executivo
ANFACER

present their collections and bets for 
2020, when the topic is the perspec-
tives of contemporary living. Therefore, 
March 12th and 13th are the dates recom-
mended for those looking for an update 
on their knowledge with professionals 
that make trends take shape.

“It is with great pleasure that we present 
the Historic Edition that marks the 18 
years of EXPO REVESTIR. The goal is to 
expand even more the business gene-
ration for the exhibitors, to present the 
trends and to offer even more knowledge 
to the professionals visiting that form 
the segment”, says Manfredo Gouvêa 
Jr, president of the The Brazilian Asso-
ciation of Ceramic Tiles Manufacturers, 
Sanitary Ware and Related Products 
(ANFACER), entity that promotes the 
event.

“At this event we present to the market 
the most important releases and novel-
ties on the segments that form EXPO 
REVESTIR: ceramics, sanitary ware, 
metals for kitchen and bathroom, orna-
mental rocks, mosaics, wood, laminated 
floors, cement, glass, among others. 
This is the “start” for the business of 
the sector throughout the year!” says 
Mauricio Borges, CEO of ANFACER.

“It’s worth mentioning that it is highly 
relevant directing the public according 
to their specific interests. Thus, we want 
to optimize the valuable time of the visi-
tors and stimulate business”, says André 
Soares, Executive Director of ANFACER.

Expectation
in numbers

 40 thousand m² of fair;

  Over 200 exhibitors of the sectors 
of sanitary ware, metals for kitchen 
and bathroom, ornamental rocks, 
laminated floors, wood, mosaics, 
cement, glass, machines, inputs and 
special solutions;

  Expecting over 60 thousand 
professionals, among architects, 
interior designers, retailers, 
constructors, resellers, engineers and 
national and international buyers;

You are now receiving the Preview 2020 
with some of the most relevant releases 
of the 18 edition of EXPO REVESTIR. 
It’s important to stress that all pictures 
found in this material are available for 
download at:

Attention, 
journalist!

Press information
imprensa01@exporevestir.com.br
+55 11 3192-0600

Simões Neto +55 11 98361-3818
Thiago Guerra +55 11 98368-9268
Surama Chaul +55 11 95577-0557

bit.ly/exporevestir2020
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INTERNATIONAL 
FORUM OF 
ARCHITECTURE, 
DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION

As a joint event to the fair, the 
International Forum of Architecture, 
Design and Construction (FIAC) takes 
place, offering an immersion on the 
most important content of today with 
internationally renowned speakers.
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RESELLER 
DAY*
March 10th 2020

Zeina Latif
Brazil
7pm

Elected by Forbes magazine as one of the 
most influential women in Brazil, of the eco-
nomics category, Zeina Latif (photo above) is 
a doctorate of economics by the University of 
Sao Paulo (USP).

Her curriculum is extensive and shows great 
accomplishments and passages through main 
companies and financial institutions of Brazil 
and the world, such as the Royal Bank of Sco-
tland (RBS), ING, ABN-Amro Real and HSBC.

She is currently a consultant at XP Invest-
ments, one of the biggest stock brokers of 
Brazil, where she worked as chief economist 
until February 2020. The group has R$ 350 
billions under custody and over 1,2 million 
active customers. In 2017, they had 49,9% 
of their stocks purchased by Itaú bank – the 
deal was closed for R$ 6,3 billions. In addition, 
Zeina writes weekly articles for the Broadcast 
of Agência Estado.

6pm – Forum of Leaders of 
the Retail and Construction 
Material Industry

8pm – Dinner and Destaque 
Expo Revestir - Anamaco 
Magazine Award 2020

*Event exclusive for guests

INTERIOR 
DESIGNER DAY
March 12th 2020

Edward Van Vliet
Netherlands
3.35pm

Paulo Mancio
Brazil
3.15pm

Edward Van Vliet is one of the most celebrated 
designers of today because of his versatile 
characteristic of moving in a pure and original 
way around the different aspects of the creative 
world. Interior and product designer, Van Vliet 
was the great highlight of the International foi 
o grande destaque no Milan Furniture Fair 2019, 
when signing collections for Moroso right next to 
stars like Ron Arad.

Multifaceted, Van Vliet has created lines of 
perfume bottles, sofas, chairs and lamps, among 
so many other inventions of his huge portfolio for 
brands like Moroso, Baccarat, Bisazza, L’Oreal, 
Moooi, among others.  The backbone of his 
work, however, is to connect identity, concepts 
and atmospheres, either for those enjoying his 
environments momentarily, which is the case of 
hotels and companies, or even for houses and 
apartments filled with coziness and spreaded all 
over the world. 

One of the biggest hotel chains of the world, 
Accor has been reinventing themselves when 
it comes to construction, architecture and 
design of their projects and Paulo Mancio is 
the responsible for this change of behavior on 
the company.

For the past 17 years, he has been responsible 
for the project area of Accor in Brazil and for 
the technical development of the Group in 
Latin America. Civil Engineer with a MBA in 
Business Administration, he is the creator and 
curator of the Design & Technical Summit, 
considered one of the main events driven to 
the hotel business market, which highlights 
the efficiency in processes, sustainability, 
creativity and innovation.

Room of Origins 
By Edward Van Vliet
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Women and Architects: 
Professional Performance 
x Aspects of Women 
in Society

ARCHITECT 
DAY

Celebrating the 18 years of the International 
Forum of Architecture and Construction of EXPO 
REVESTIR, under the curatorship of Fernando 
Mungioli and Evelise Grunow, from PROJETO 
magazine, we brought together a group of renowned 
women architects, with different points of view on 
architecture, overlaying their work with the theme of 
female professional performance.

The program expects the participation of two 
foreigner professionals: Maki Onishi (Japan) and Sol 
Camacho (Mexico), this last also working in Brazil, 
and four Brazilian presentations,with Marta Moreira 
(MMBB), Carol Bueno (Triptyque), Lua Nitsche 
(Nitsche Arquitetos) and Mila Strauss (MMBB). 

Following the presentations, there will be a debate 
about the Professional Performance x Aspects of 
Women in Society, with the special participation  of 
architect and urbanist Elisabete França.

March 13th 2020
2pm

Maki Onishi
Onishihyakuda
(Japan)

Sol Camacho
Raddar
(Mexico)

Mila Strauss
MM18
(Brazil)

Elisabete França
Elisabete França
(Brazil)

Lua Nitsche
Nitsche
(Brazil)

Carol Bueno
Triptyque
(Brazil)

Marta Moreira
MMBB
(Brazil)
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WORKSHOP - CERAMIC 
COVERING SYSTEM AT 
EXPO REVESTIR

BEST IN SHOW - CERAMICS OF 
BRAZIL - 6th EDITION WILL TAKE 
PLACE DURING EXPO REVESTIR

EXPO REVESTIR IS THE BEST 
MOMENT TO LAUNCH GREAT 
PROJECTS: PQCERAMICA.COM

ANFACER + SUSTENTÁVEL 
TALKS INITIATIVE

JOINT
EVENTS
The FIAC is one of the great events 
that happen parallelly to Expo Revestir, 
however we have also an simultaneous 
program buzzing the four days of event. 
Talks, exhibitions and installations that 
make Latin America’s biggest covering 
event a mandatory circuit for all that 
are part of the construction productive 
chain. Check it out!

ANFACER concerned with the sustainable 
development of the ceramic covering sector, has 
created the Initiative ANFACER + Sustentável and 
one of its goals is to generate content and training 
so that the companies learn how to deal with the 
great challenges of sustainability.

Date: March 11th

Time: 8.30am to noon
Pavilion E – International Forum

ANFACER, engaged on the interaction of the 
chain and content generation on behalf of a more 
sustainable construction with the reduction of 
pathologies, invites all to the “Workshop Ceramic 
Covering System”. 

To participate, follow these steps: 

1.  Register to Expo Revestir at:  
exporevestir.com.br

2.  Check the schedule and RSVP at: 
http://bit.ly/workshop_revestir

The Best in Show Award reaches its sixth edition in 2020. 
Created by the Brazilian Association of Manufacturers of Ce-
ramic Tiles, Sanitary Ware and Related Products (ANFACER), 
the award selects the best products associated to the entity 
and released during the 18th EXPO REVESTIR. The cura-
torship of the award is done by journalist and design critic 
Marcelo Lima, who elects the finalist products and important 
names of design and architecture for the jury responsible for 
choosing the winners.

ANFACER is pleased to present during the 18th edition of the 
event, the Pq Cerâmica. It is a program that praise and value all 
qualities of this covering that has become a national passion 
and is present on the life of virtually all Brazilians. The goal 
is to present all the versatility of this product, as well as the 
advantages of investing in ceramic, either for its easy mainte-
nance or the aesthetic appeal, the resistance and also because 
it’s the covering most adequate to the Brazilian climate.

Wanna know more about it? Follow us on social media:
 pqceramica – Like, comment and share!

1. Circular Economy
March 11th, 3pm to 5pm
In partnership with: Rede ACV

2. Water and Energy
March 12th, 3pm to 5pm
In partnership with: CEBDS

3. Sustainable Construction
March 13th, 3pm to 5pm
In partnership with: CTE
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ASPEC-PVC ..........................................1326
ASTRA .................................................. 2803
ATENUA SOM ....................................... 1703
ATLAS ...................................................1865
ATRIM ................................................... 1570
AUBICON ...............................................1731
AUTEM IBRAP ...................................... 2405
BELAMARI .............................................. 517 
BELGOTEX DO BRASIL ..........................959
BELLINZONI ........................................ 1200
BERNECK PAINÉIS E SERRADOS ..........800
BIANCOGRES ....................................... 1361
BMR SPA ............................................ 2071G
BOCEDI .............................................. 2071D
BOSCH ..................................................1780
BRASIGRAN GRANITOS ........................908
BRASILIT ................................................830
BRETON SPA ...................................... 2071A
BURGUINA COBOGÓ .......................... 2557 
CARDALL ............................................. 2075
CARMELO FIOR ....................................1455
CASA.COM ............................................ 729 
CASTELATTO ........................................ 534
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CAU/ SP ............................................... 1400
CEBRACE ....................................... 863/946
CECRISA ............................................... 1413
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CERAMICA ALBERDI ............................1963 
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CERTECH SPA ....................................2071F
CEUSA .................................................... 229
CITEL SOFTWARE ............................... 2052
CLARIS ................................................... 563
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CORTAG................................................1956
CORTES E CORES ................................ 1873
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DURATEX ............................................... 1115
ECLISSE BRASIL ..................................2340
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EDITORA GRAU 10 ................................. 256
ELETTROMEC...................................... 2643
ELIANE ...................................................2411
ELIZABETH .............................................219
EMAC .................................................... 1314
EMBRAMACO ....................................... 1746
EMPORIO DO MARMORE ....................1318
EPEX ...................................................... 2175
EUCAFLOOR ......................................... 1257
FINOTTATO ..........................................1340
FORMICA ............................................. 1040
FORMIGRES ......................................... 2022
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CERÂMICOS.................................... 2520
GALLERIA DELLA PIETRA .................... 1014
GART .....................................................1240
GAUDI PORCELANATO ....................... 1519
GRAMARCAL GRANITOS 

E MÁRMORES ..................................1505
GRANOS GRANITOS ............................1250
GRESPANIA .......................................... 1575
GRUPO ALMEIDA ................................. 1537
GRUPO CEDASA ..................................2036
GRUPO CERAL .................................... 2447
GRUPO COLOROBBIA .......................... 1770
GRUPO CRISTOFOLETTI......................1830
GRUPO INCOPISOS ............................2036
GRUPO LINEAR ...................................... 713
GRUPO QUALITÁ ...................................843 
GRUPO RADAR&TV ............................... H14
GRUPO ROCHA ....................................1562
GRUPPO TECNOFERRARI ...................2071I 
GUARARAPES ........................................1471

ICASA LOUÇAS SANITÁRIAS .............2409
ICF & WELKO SPA ..............................2071E
ICON .................................................... 2667
IDEATEC...............................................2560
INCEFRA ...............................................1336
INCENOR ..............................................1336
INCEPA ....................................... 2825/2835
INCESA ................................................. 1370
INNOVA ...............................................2069
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REVESTIMENTOS DE PVC ................1212 
JAPI ...................................................... 2803
KAPAZI ................................................... 957
KARINA PISOS ......................................2019
KERAJET .............................................. 2047
LEPRI .....................................................1638
LORENZETTI ........................................ 2444
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LOUNGE ITÁLIA ..................................2071J
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LURCA AZULEJOS ................................630
MADEIRAS ECOLÓGICAS ....................350
MAMERI ROCHAS ................................1339
MANUFATTI/GREENWALL CERAMIC ..1365 
MAXFINE Y SAPIENSTONE ................... 547
MERCEDES-BENZ BRASIL ...................2145
METCO ..................................................1167
MICHELANGELO.................................. 1223
MOLDIMPLAS ....................................... 433
MONOLITO....................................BALCÃO
MONTE-BIANCO DO BRASIL .............2059
MULTINOVA ........................................2065
MUNÓ ...................................................1380
MVK GÔNDOLAS E DISPLAYS ........... 1300
NEOLITH ................................................438 
OWA SONEX ......................................... 1021
PADO.................................................... 2865
PALIMANAN REVESTIMENTOS

NATURAIS .........................................1230
PAMESA ................................................ 1766
PASINATO ............................................ 1000
PERFIS VISCARDI ...................................801
PERISSINOTTO SPA .......................... 2071C
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POINTER ............................................... 1915
POPPI CLEMENTINO SPA ..................2071B
PORMADE............................................ 2760
PORTINARI ........................................... 1437
PORTOBELLO ......................1850/1935/BS11
PR GRUPO PARANÁ .............................1268
PROMAFLEX ......................................... 1100
PROMOB SOFTWARES .......................2000
QUARTZOLIT ......................................... 845
RAK CERAMICS ..................................2400 
REVISTA ANAMACO ............................. 256
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QUALIDADE ...............................BALCÃO 
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SABBIA ....................................................727
SACMI IMOLA ................................... 2071H
SALVA PISO ..........................................1403
SANITRIT ...............................................636
SANTA LUZIA .......................................1238
SANTO ANTÔNIO .................................820
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SAVANE ................................................1667
SENHOR DAS PEDRAS ......................... 1475
SERVITECH ..........................................2069
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DECORATIVOS ................................ 2567 
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STRUFALDI REVESTIMENTOS

CERAMICOS.......................................316
SUPORT EQUIPAMENTOS

INDUSTRIAIS .................................... 1991 
SURFACES BRASIL ............................... 1867
TARKETT ...................................... 1055/1150
TECNO DIAMANT DO BRASIL .............1971
TECNOGRES .........................................1336
THOR GRANITOS ..................................926
TIGRE ......................................................301
TILE BRASIL .......................................... 1672
TORRECID DO BRASIL ...........................501 
TOTALCAD SOFTWARES

TÉCNICOS ....................................... 1600 
TRAMONTINA .......................................300
TRESPA ................................................. 1981
ULMA ARCHITECTURAL ..................... 2547
UNLIMITED POOL ............................... 2657
VIA ROSA/ GRUPO LEF .........................1721
VILLAGRES ........................................... 1552
WEIKU DO BRASIL .................................701
WM COMERCIAL .............................. 2071G
ZEN DESIGN ........................................2603
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AKAFLOOR ..........................................2460
ALFAGRÊS .............................................1417
ALICANTE ..............................................438 
AMINOX .................................................643
ANGELGRES .........................................2316
APARICI ............................................... 1500
ARAFORROS ...........................................416
ARAUCO DO BRASIL ........................... 1066
ARKOS BRASIL ..................................... 1981
ARMSTRONG CEILINGS .......................500
ARQUITECH RODAPÉS ........................1565
ASPEC-PVC ..........................................1326
ASTRA .................................................. 2803
ATENUA SOM ....................................... 1703
ATLAS ...................................................1865
ATRIM ................................................... 1570
AUBICON ...............................................1731
AUTEM IBRAP ...................................... 2405
BELAMARI .............................................. 517 
BELGOTEX DO BRASIL ..........................959
BELLINZONI ........................................ 1200
BERNECK PAINÉIS E SERRADOS ..........800
BIANCOGRES ....................................... 1361
BMR SPA ............................................ 2071G
BOCEDI .............................................. 2071D
BOSCH ..................................................1780
BRASIGRAN GRANITOS ........................908
BRASILIT ................................................830
BRETON SPA ...................................... 2071A
BURGUINA COBOGÓ .......................... 2557 
CARDALL ............................................. 2075
CARMELO FIOR ....................................1455
CASA.COM ............................................ 729 
CASTELATTO ........................................ 534
CASTELLI PORCELANATOS ................1623
CAU/ SP ............................................... 1400
CEBRACE ....................................... 863/946
CECRISA ............................................... 1413
CEJATEL ................................................ 700
CELITE .................................................2800
CERAMICA ALBERDI ............................1963 
CERÂMICA ARGILEX .......................... 2537
CERTECH SPA ....................................2071F
CEUSA .................................................... 229
CITEL SOFTWARE ............................... 2052
CLARIS ................................................... 563
CLUB&CASA DESIGN  ...........................560
CONTEÚDO_ ..........................................561
CORTAG................................................1956
CORTES E CORES ................................ 1873
COSENTINO ......................................... 1130
CREATIVEDRIVE ...................................1355
CRISTAL POOL ...................................... 323 
DAMME PORCELANATO ....................2036
DEBACCO .............................................2531
DECA ................................................ 313/331
DECOLORES MÁRMORES

E GRANITOS ..................................... 1879
DECORTILES..........................................2411
DELTA CERÂMICA ........................... 617/711
DIAMOND STONE .................................634
DOCOL ....................................... 2429/2432
DOKA – BATH WORKS ........................ 2622
DUEFRATELLI CERÂMICA ................... 1870
DURATEX ............................................... 1115
ECLISSE BRASIL ..................................2340
EDITORA BRASILEIRA .........................2063
EDITORA GRAU 10 ................................. 256
ELETTROMEC...................................... 2643
ELIANE ...................................................2411
ELIZABETH .............................................219
EMAC .................................................... 1314
EMBRAMACO ....................................... 1746
EMPORIO DO MARMORE ....................1318
EPEX ...................................................... 2175
EUCAFLOOR ......................................... 1257
FINOTTATO ..........................................1340
FORMICA ............................................. 1040
FORMIGRES ......................................... 2022
GABRIELLA REVESTIMENTOS

CERÂMICOS.................................... 2520
GALLERIA DELLA PIETRA .................... 1014
GART .....................................................1240
GAUDI PORCELANATO ....................... 1519
GRAMARCAL GRANITOS 

E MÁRMORES ..................................1505
GRANOS GRANITOS ............................1250
GRESPANIA .......................................... 1575
GRUPO ALMEIDA ................................. 1537
GRUPO CEDASA ..................................2036
GRUPO CERAL .................................... 2447
GRUPO COLOROBBIA .......................... 1770
GRUPO CRISTOFOLETTI......................1830
GRUPO INCOPISOS ............................2036
GRUPO LINEAR ...................................... 713
GRUPO QUALITÁ ...................................843 
GRUPO RADAR&TV ............................... H14
GRUPO ROCHA ....................................1562
GRUPPO TECNOFERRARI ...................2071I 
GUARARAPES ........................................1471

ICASA LOUÇAS SANITÁRIAS .............2409
ICF & WELKO SPA ..............................2071E
ICON .................................................... 2667
IDEATEC...............................................2560
INCEFRA ...............................................1336
INCENOR ..............................................1336
INCEPA ....................................... 2825/2835
INCESA ................................................. 1370
INNOVA ...............................................2069
INTERFLOOR PISOS E

REVESTIMENTOS DE PVC ................1212 
JAPI ...................................................... 2803
KAPAZI ................................................... 957
KARINA PISOS ......................................2019
KERAJET .............................................. 2047
LEPRI .....................................................1638
LORENZETTI ........................................ 2444
LOUNGE DOS REVENDEDORES ........... 256 
LOUNGE ITÁLIA ..................................2071J
LUME CERÂMICA ...............................2300
LURCA AZULEJOS ................................630
MADEIRAS ECOLÓGICAS ....................350
MAMERI ROCHAS ................................1339
MANUFATTI/GREENWALL CERAMIC ..1365 
MAXFINE Y SAPIENSTONE ................... 547
MERCEDES-BENZ BRASIL ...................2145
METCO ..................................................1167
MICHELANGELO.................................. 1223
MOLDIMPLAS ....................................... 433
MONOLITO....................................BALCÃO
MONTE-BIANCO DO BRASIL .............2059
MULTINOVA ........................................2065
MUNÓ ...................................................1380
MVK GÔNDOLAS E DISPLAYS ........... 1300
NEOLITH ................................................438 
OWA SONEX ......................................... 1021
PADO.................................................... 2865
PALIMANAN REVESTIMENTOS

NATURAIS .........................................1230
PAMESA ................................................ 1766
PASINATO ............................................ 1000
PERFIS VISCARDI ...................................801
PERISSINOTTO SPA .......................... 2071C
PERTECH DO BRASIL ........................... 1164
PETTRUS MINERAÇÃO ..........................861
PIERINI REVESTIMENTOS .................... 1870
PISOCLEAN & PEK .............................. 1800
POINTER ............................................... 1915
POPPI CLEMENTINO SPA ..................2071B
PORMADE............................................ 2760
PORTINARI ........................................... 1437
PORTOBELLO ......................1850/1935/BS11
PR GRUPO PARANÁ .............................1268
PROMAFLEX ......................................... 1100
PROMOB SOFTWARES .......................2000
QUARTZOLIT ......................................... 845
RAK CERAMICS ..................................2400 
REVISTA ANAMACO ............................. 256
REVISTA CASA E JARDIM .................... 1401
REVISTA PROJETO ..................... 1700/2600
REVISTA REVENDA........................BALCÃO
REVISTA ROCHAS DE

QUALIDADE ...............................BALCÃO 
ROCA ......................................... 2620/2640
RUBINETTOS .......................................2500
RUFFINO ACABAMENTOS....................963
SABBIA ....................................................727
SACMI IMOLA ................................... 2071H
SALVA PISO ..........................................1403
SANITRIT ...............................................636
SANTA LUZIA .......................................1238
SANTO ANTÔNIO .................................820
SANTORINI MÁRMORES 

E REVESTIMENTOS  ..........................1071
SAVANE ................................................1667
SENHOR DAS PEDRAS ......................... 1475
SERVITECH ..........................................2069
SIKA ...................................................... 1876
SOFISTIQ AZULEJOS 

DECORATIVOS ................................ 2567 
SOLARIUM REVESTIMENTOS .............1950
STRUFALDI REVESTIMENTOS

CERAMICOS.......................................316
SUPORT EQUIPAMENTOS

INDUSTRIAIS .................................... 1991 
SURFACES BRASIL ............................... 1867
TARKETT ...................................... 1055/1150
TECNO DIAMANT DO BRASIL .............1971
TECNOGRES .........................................1336
THOR GRANITOS ..................................926
TIGRE ......................................................301
TILE BRASIL .......................................... 1672
TORRECID DO BRASIL ...........................501 
TOTALCAD SOFTWARES

TÉCNICOS ....................................... 1600 
TRAMONTINA .......................................300
TRESPA ................................................. 1981
ULMA ARCHITECTURAL ..................... 2547
UNLIMITED POOL ............................... 2657
VIA ROSA/ GRUPO LEF .........................1721
VILLAGRES ........................................... 1552
WEIKU DO BRASIL .................................701
WM COMERCIAL .............................. 2071G
ZEN DESIGN ........................................2603
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SERVICES FOR
JOURNALISTS
For your convenience, here 
are the floor plans of the 
event and the mezzanine, 
where the Press Room is 
located. Just walk up the 
stairs or use the elevator.

 exporevestir 
 exporevestir_oficial

exporevestir.com.br 

PRESS INFORMATION
+55 11 3192-0600

Simões Neto
+ 55 11 98361-3818 
imprensa@exporevestir.com.br 

Thiago Guerra
+ 55 11 98368-9268 
imprensa01@exporevestir.com.br 

Surama Chaul
+ 55 11 95577-0557 
press@anfacer.org.br 

EXPO REVESTIR
March, 10th–13th, 2020
10am to 7pm

Transamérica Expo Center
Av. Dr. Mário Villas Boas Rodrigues, 387
Santo Amaro, São Paulo/ SP, Brazil 

CO-LOCATED EVENT 
FÓRUM INTERNACIONAL 
DE ARQUITETURA, DESIGN E 
CONSTRUÇÃO

PROMOTED BY ANFACER 
Exclusive to professionals of the sector

Press Room
Room 7 – Mezzanine

Press
Registration
Ground floor

Mezzanine
Access

Restaurants
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CERAMIC AND
PORCELAIN TILES

MEET SOME OF 
OUR EXHIBITORS:

To make it easier, we divided the 
releases in groups of solutions. 
Follow the most relevant novelties 
of the national and international 
manufacturers present at the 18th 
edition of EXPO REVESTIR.
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ATLAS CERAMICS 
BRINGS NEW SHAPES 
OF PORCELAIN TILES 
WITH A RETRO LOOK

The 20cm x 20cm sized pieces join new 
technologies with a artisanal look. The 
square cover is very versatile, allowing 
an infinity of creative compositions. The 
launch is presented in 10 shades: Liquen, 
Dil, Náutico, Calla, Malva, Cosmo, Nero, 
Murta, Camélia and Marfim.

Wandering from vibrating colors to candy 
colors, Atlas Ceramics flirts with the retro 
style, that is established as a trend on 
decoration. 

ALFAGRÊS 
PRESENTING NEW 
FLOOR TILES

The Cottage floor tile is a clear wood sized 15 
x 60 cm with a soft relief and matte texture. 
With a sober and urban proposal, it can be 
used alone in cozy environments or along with 
other materials such as concrete, marble and 
stones. The brand also brings the Naxos White 
floor tile, sized 56 x 56 cm. On a white color 
of intense shine, it offers a surface for creative 
works. Another novelty is the Calcis Black 
covering, sized 31 x 60 cm, which uses delicate 
designs of marble matching traditional and also 
urban products. Calcis Black with its white and 
black color means freedom to be applied all 
over the house.

 Estande: 1417
 exporevestir.com.br/alfagres/2020/
 Foto: Piso Cottage

 Estande: 1865
 exporevestir.com.br/atlas/2020/

 Estande: 219
 Exporevestir.com.br/ceramica-elizabeth/2020/
 Foto: Maxiarco

COLORS AND FORMATS 
SET THE TREND FOR THE 
2020 COLLECTION BY 
CERÂMICA ELIZABETH

The capsule collection Maximarmmi HD 
Polished 62,5cmx125cm is inspired by a rare 
Spanish blue marble. The three product 
lines (Maxiarco, Maxiblue and Maxisilver) 
summarizes the trends of color, in polished 
porcelain tiles of large formats and rounded. 
The Dorato HD Polished 62,5cmx125cm brings 
the combination of black with golden veins 
of the commerces of Venice. Lively colors, 
marine tones mark the glass tile lines  Ilhas 
Gregas and Prisma, both on the new size 
7cmx26cm, ideal for covering pools, external 
areas and even walls.

CEUSA: 
33 COVERINGS WITH 
HIGHER LEVEL OF 
PERSONIFICATION

The timeless beauty of marble inspired Ceusa to 
the Escala, its new collection with the concept 
of “Cada Casa É Um Caso” (“Each Home Is A 
Different Case”). The line has four principles. 
Super Casada: offers two formats of the same 
product to facilitate the adequation to different 
environment sizes. Super Versátil: the same 
product and two options of textures that 
provide harmony between the spaces. Super 
Combinável: the designs on the marble matching 
different other products of the brand. And Super 
Precisa: grants the repeatability of one batch to 
the other, without difference of shades or sizes.

 Estande: 229
 exporevestir.com.br/ceusa/2020/
 Foto: Nór (80 x 80 cm e 100 x 100 cm)
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 Estande: 2411
 exporevestir.com.br/eliane/2020/
 Foto: Fossile

ELIANE 
REVESTIMENTOS 
PRESENTS FOSSILE

Merging the aesthetics of petrified wood to 
the classicism of the white marble, Fossile is 
a ceramic surface that accurately portrays 
the nuances and patterns extracted from the 
petrified material. Indicated to be applied 
on internal and external environments, to 
be used on the floor, walls, bathrooms and 
countertop in general, the release features 
nine different models, on the polished (PO) 
and satin (AC) finishing, on sizes 90 x 90 cm 
and 60 x 120 cm.

DELTA PORCELANATO: 
LARGE FORMAT MODELS 

Following the global release trends, Delta 
Porcelanato launches three new models of large 
format 50x100. Eramosa Black is a reproduction 
of Eramosa Marble, only found in Canada, 
which offers different applications on the 
floor and walls. The exotic Macaúbas Azul is 
inspired by the Brazilian beauties and stands 
out by its shades that range from light blue to 
grey. Finally, in intense grey shades with golden 
touches, Nevado is the most wanted Calacatta 
Gold Extra Marble.

 Estande: 617 / 711
 exporevestir.com.br/delta-ceramica/2020/
 Foto: Nevado

DUEFRATELLI RELEASES 
LINE INSPIRED ON NADI 
ISLAND

Part of the Fiji archipelago, Nadi Island – or 
Nandi, as it is pronounced by the native 
population - was the inspiration of Duefratelli 
to this line of floor tiles. The format is 20 x 
20 cm and is available in eight colors: Ashen, 
Beige, Bay, Dark, Gray, Lake, Right and Rust, 
which represent the water, light sand and the 
rocks of the environment.

 Estande: 1870C
 exporevestir.com.br/duefratelli-ceramica/2020/
 Foto: Nadi Dark

DAMME IS BETTING 
ON SENSORY 
FINISHING 

Versatile and timeless, the new porcelain 
tiles by Damme are inspired by the nature, 
as the line that brings the Biophilia concept, 
which proposes to promote the well being 
on internal environments. Another striking 
point of the lines are the metallic effects, 
with delicate shine on the pieces that bring 
sophistication and movement. The sensory 
experiences are inspired by the crystals. Also, 
collections that reproduce wood, marble, 
corten steel, cement and geometric elements 
get new models. The brand also bet on marble 
effects on size 120cm X 120cm.

 Estande: 2036C
 exporevestir.com.br/damme-porcelanato/2020/
 Foto: Herbariun 60 x 120 cm
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GABRIELLA 
REVESTIMENTOS 
CERÂMICOS: 
LAUNCHING LINES OF 
COVERING KITS

On size 20 x 20 cm, the Café line was created 
to honor the culture of this product beloved 
all over the world. It is composed for 12 pieces 
in each box and it offers rich details on the 
application. Also new, the release of Sense 
Design, a new ceramic brand that brings rich 
details and unique reliefs.

 Estande: 2520
  exporevestir.com.br/gabriella-
revestimentos-ceramicos/2020/
 Foto 1: Kit Café
 Foto 2: Sense Design – Raynan Wood BW

INCENOR BRINGS 
COVERINGS WITH 
PERFECT FIT AND 
EXCLUSIVE SIZE

With a 3D effect, the Encaixa Line by Incenor is 
ideal to decorate walls of internal and external 
areas. Measuring 35x59 cm, the piece can be 
layed both continuous and linear, adding value 
to the decor. The minimum joint of 1,5 mm 
also makes it softer and naturalizes the space 
with the perfect fit. The line is composed of 34 
products providing a variety of textures.

INCEFRA RELEASES 
THE IN OUT SELECT 
LINE WITH 26 MODELS

The new line will bring porcelain tiles 
with perfect fit, design and reliefs 
insipred by the culture and architecture 
of different countries, with essence 
and sustainability. There are 26 models 
developed that take modernity and 
consistency to the environments. Not 
only the design is a differential but also 
the size 35x60 cm, with easy handling, 
application and intense and deep reliefs. 
The parts have up to 5 different faces.

 Estande: 1336A
 exporevestir.com.br/incefra/2020/

 Estande: 1336B
 exporevestir.com.br/incenor/2020/

 Estande: 1519 / 1537
 Exporevestir.com.br/grupo-almeida/2020/
 Foto: Soho

GRUPO ALMEIDA 
LAUNCHES BRAND 
FOCUSED IN 
PORCELAIN TILES

Always seeking innovation and moved by 
the passion for offering the best in floor tiles 
and covering, the Almeida Group presents 
its new brand Gaudi Porcelain Tile, bringing 
a complete line of porcelain tiles of unique 
beauty, inspired and developed as a soul 
and emotion of an artist, transmitting the 
legacy of connecting style and influencing 
the sensibility of those who create the 
environment. One of the highlights is the 
Calacata Oro covering, that combines all 
the beauty of the classic marble to the high 
technology of the porcelain tile.
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 Estande: 1437
 Exporevestir.com.br/portinari/2020/
 Foto: Geographic OFW HARD

PORTINARI RELEASES 
COLLECTION INSPIRED 
BY A GEOGRAPHIC 
PHENOMENON 

The Geographic collection was created 
from a peculiar geographic phenomenon. 
Its origin is on the connection of the Slate 
and the Cardoso, two rocks extracted from 
different sides of the same mountain range. 
Its highlight is due to the movement of the 
design and the white veins on the pieces. The 
collection features two accessories: delicate 
pieces shaped as a Chevron and small slats. 
The products are meshed to make application 
easier on contemporary and unique 
environments. 

PORTOBELLO 
RELEASING THE 2020 
COLLECTION SIGNED 
BY JEWELRY DESIGNER 
ANTONIO BERNARDO

With exclusive panels of delicate reliefs, the 
Atmosfera line brings the perspective of the 
designer and recreates the limit between flat 
surface and space, between the jewelry and 
art. It is formed by three sophisticated panels 
that combine porcelain and metal and five 
monopourus reliefs. Precise cuts of water jet and 
overlaying of porcelain and stainless steel create 
charming reliefs. The steel was treated to have 
a mat finishing, a signature of the designer. The 
panels are available on models Eclipse, Ovni and 
Lua. The collection also brings the monopourus 
reliefs Aura, Espaço, Tempo, Ar and Espectro, 
more democratic options, sized 30x30 cm and 
30x90 cm.

 Estande: 1850
 exporevestir.com.br/portobello/2020/
 Foto: Painel Atmosfera Ovni white

 Estande: 2640 / 2835
 Exporevestir.com.br/incepa/2020/
 Foto: Oceanic Star Sky Blue  20 x 20 cm

INCEPA - COVERING 
FOR POOLS AND ABS 
TECHNOLOGY

Incepa presents lines to cover pools and its 
surroundings, making the work easier. For wet 
areas, the Oceanic line explores the blue of 
the sky reflected on the sea, with nuances that 
refer to the movement of the water. The stars 
inspire the tactile relief. As it is rectified, it 
allows a uniform finishing and features the ABS 
technology, which is anti-slippery. This line of 
anti-slippery porcelain tiles evokes the wood, as 
the Álamo line. The Quartzita line reproduces 
the aesthetic of the stone with its diversity 
of designs and colors. It can be applied with 
minimum joint of 1mm.

ROCA CERÂMICA 
IS BETTING ON THE 
GIANT SIZED TILES

The timeless beauty of the Onyx Marble, with 
all its nuances and designs, is present on the 
Allure line. The highlights of this series of tiles 
are the innovative sizes with surface finishing. 
The large plates of 100 x 200 cm offer an 
even application that considerably reduce 
the perception of joints on the environments. 
The finishing on the Soft Touch versions, that 
bring the silky touch to the surfaces, and 
the traditional polished finish that make the 
porcelain tile a practical and affordable option 
for environment of different styles.

 Estande: 2620 / 2825
 exporevestir.com.br/roca/2020/
 Foto: Allure
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 Estande: 2567
  exporevestir.com.br/sofistiq-azulejos-
decorativos/2020/
 Foto: Amaroo – Cinza

SOFISTIQ DIGITAL 
DESIGN PRESENTS THE 
ARCH COLLECTION 
AND THE START LINE AT 
EXPO REVESTIR

Sofistiq Digital Design brings to Brazil 
an innovative method of printing that 
grants you the power of transforming 
your environments into unique and 
unforgettable places, as you wish. The 
Arch & Design collection and its multiple 
lines and colors is ideal to value the 
residential, commercial and corporate 
environments. The Start Line, by 
Sidnei Machado, presents the Tapestry 
Collection and the Saline Collection. The 
Start Line, by Karen Camilotti, presents 
the Aquarela and  Amaroo Collections.

COVERINGS WITH 
NATURAL LOOK IS ON 
WHAT SAVANE IS BETTING

The brand presents a new line of coverings on 
the Gres category, large formats, reliefs and 
differentiated designs. One of the highlights is 
the Soft covering, from Elegance Collection, 
that, due to the HD technology, offers a ceramic 
with the appearance of Marble. The minimum 
joint is 2 mm, sized 38 x 74 cm, granting a clean 
and sustainable laying. It is a solution for wet 
areas and indicated to internal walls and with 
low level of absorption. 

 Estande: 1667
 exporevestir.com.br/savane/2020/
 Foto: Elegance Soft

THE NOBLE PORCELAIN 
TILE WITH GOLDEN-
YELLOW BY VILLAGRES

An Italian marble of the Calacatta type, 
extracted in Tuscan, on the Apuan Alps and 
a distinctive and memorable design of the 
veins that range from shades of grey and 
golden-yellow, is reproduced with extreme 
definition and realism. It is polished and 
rectified and brings clear magnificence 
to the product sized 80x140 cm. There is 
also the option of the concept of spreading 
where four faces fit together forming a 
160x280 cm layout. The Calacatta marble 
was very used on the Renaissance period 
on luxury furniture and objects. Its elegant 
language adapts to every context.

 Estande: 1552
 exporevestir.com.br/villagres/2020/
 Foto: Calacatta Borghini

pqceramica

PQ CERÂMICA É
UMA PAIXÃO NACIONAL?
SAIBA MAIS EM
PQCERAMICA.COM
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DECOLORES RELEASES 
NEW BRAND: LUSSO

The new brand ‘Lusso – Quartzite Collection 
by Decolores’ represents a modern, young 
and elegant line of 100% natural coverings, of 
noble quartzite - exclusivity of the company, 
that has been conquering the architecture and 
design projects of high standard, not only in 
Brazil but all over the world. The collection 
brings 10 types of materials: Bronzite, Mont 
Blanc, Lucent, Sky Gold, Meridian, Bronzite 
Vintage, Leblon, Bianco Laura, Atlantis and 
Ijen Blue.

DIAMOND STONE 
KEEPS BETTING 
ON THE FUTURE OF 
SURFACES

The Ultracompact line gets new colors with 
the Ultracompact Essence collection, that 
has 14 new products, all featuring the Soft 
Touch(satin) and Lucidato (polished) finishing. 
There are seven new colors inspired by the 
classic marbles, those that were rare and 
used by the royalty. They are: Marmorino 
Oro, Nero Marquina, Breccia Beige, Onice 
Avório, Arabescato Oro, Orobico Grigio and 
Travertino Grigio.

 Estande: 634
 exporevestir.com.br/diamond-stone/2020/
 Foto: Orobico Grigio – Cuba esculpida

 Estande: 1879
  exporevestir.com.br/exporevestir.com.
br/decolores-marmores-e-granitos-do-
brasil/2020/

STONES
 Estande: 438
 exporevestir.com.br/alicante/2020/
 Foto: Mar del plata

ALICANTE PRESENTS 
NEW RELEASES ON 
THE CLASSTONE AND 
FUSION COLLECTIONS

The Calacatta model, by Classtone Collection, 
is inspired by the Carrara plates, with a design 
that offers different effects on the presentation 
when the plates are assembled in a row. 
The Mont Blanc model, also by Classtone 
Collection, is inspired by the French Alps and is 
characterized by a neutral tone that matches a 
white background, crossed by sutil black, ochre 
and rust-coloured veins.By Fusion Collection, 
the brand brings the Mar Del Plata, inspired 
by the Dark Pearl granite, that merge quartz 
stripes over a grey background; and New York 
New York, in grey tones, bringing urban style to 
the applications.
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MAMERI ROCHAS: 
SOPHISTICATED AND 
EXCLUSIVE NATURAL 
STONES

Bianco Miramare and Kristallo Diamanto are 
the releases of Mameri Rochas. The exclusive 
Bianco Miramare lights up and expand the 
environments. The novelty on this version is 
that it offers the opportunity for Architecture 
and Design professionals to develop an 
exclusive tone to the composition of their 
projects. The Kristallo Diamanto stone is very 
translucent, offering finishing and delicate 
decoration. It can be used in classical or 
modern environments.

 Estande: 1339
 exporevestir.com.br/mameri-rochas/2020/
 Foto: Bianco Miramare

PALIMANAN LAUNCHES 
A NEW LINE OF BOSSA 
NOVA BRICKS

Inspired by the Brazilian rhythm, the brand 
launches a line of bricks celebrating four of 
the most iconic artists of Bossa Nova: Elis, 
Nara, Tom and Vinícius. The line, which uses 
recycled material from building sites, additives 
and dye in its production, is part of the Eco 
Responsible action by Palimanan. Estande: 1230

  exporevestir.com.br/ 
palimanan-revestimentos-naturais/2020/
 Foto: Nara

PR GRUPO PARANÁ 
BRINGS THEIR EXCLUSIVE 
MARBLES

There are three options of natural rocks of 
national origin and an exclusive brand of 
the Group. The Macchia Oro PR Marble has 
as characteristic the white background and 
golden veins. The Monte Cristo PR Marble is 
a more clean material, with the white color 
prevailing and low movement. The Granito Café 
Imperial PR is predominant brown with small 
almonds. Apart from these options, the Group 
also presents the Pietrafina, a technology that 
consists in an exclusive cutting process that 
allows getting natural rocks with up to 5mm 
thick, reducing the weight of the stones up to 
70% and increasing its resistance to impacts.

 Estande: 1268
 exporevestir.com.br/pr-grupo-parana/2020/
 Foto: Chapa MachiaOro

GRESPANIA BRINGS 
COVERLAM

For its first time at Expo Revestir, the Spanish 
company Grespania presents the Coverlam, 
a synthetic material, that offers a large range 
of formats and thicknesses. Produced with 
totally natural raw material, the concept 
brings a new skin to architecture. The sizes 
range from the slatted wood to the plates 
of 1,62 x 3,24. The thicknesses from 3,5mm, 
5,6mm, 10,5mm to 12mm. The release is 
indicated, also, for places of high traffic.

 Estande: 1575
 exporevestir.com.br/grespania/2020/
 Foto: Coverlam
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 Estande: 800
  exporevestir.com.br/berneck-paineis-e-
serrados/2020

BERNECK: COLLECTION 
INSPIRED BY THE URBAN 
AND SUSTAINABLE

Making its debut on EXPO REVESTIR, the 
Brazilian Berneck releases the Nômade 
Collection 2020/21 of MDF, MDP and HDF 
coated panels. Motivated by people who 
follow a lifestyle of global and urban aesthetic, 
but sustainable, the Collection combines 
natural colors, fine wood and reproduction 
of stones, increasing the possibilities of the 
professionals of the sector.

 Estande: 1475
  exporevestir.com.br/senhor- 
das-pedras/2020/
 Foto: Luna

FOUR RELEASES 
BY SENHOR DAS 
PEDRAS

Pools, walls and floors are the contemplated 
areas with the releases by Senhor das Pedras. 
The Atérmica Premium line, floor tiles with 
athermal features, can also found with borders 
and in different colors. The Retrô line is made 
with cement with details that look like small 
natural stones applied one by one; it can be 
used on floors or walls. At last, the Boomer 
line is composed of pieces that evoke the 
design of a boomerang, which brings the 
sensation of movement and lightness.

WOOD AND
ACESSORIES
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NATIVA LINE BY 
FINOTTATO BRINGS THE 
NATURE SENSATION 
INSIDE YOUR HOME 

The natural and fundamental permeate the 
entire concept of the Finottato 2020 releases. 
A good example are the 4 new lines of 
board flooring: Vital, Elementar, Nativa and 
Imponente, developed to help architects and 
designers to bring sensations of nature inside. 
The NATIVA line, with the SPC technology, 
offers more durability and resistance of the 
vinyl flooring because it has natural composite 
on its structure.

MADEIRAS ECOLÓGICAS 
PRESENTS VERSATILE 
AND SUSTAINABLE 
PRODUCTS 

 Estande: 350
 exporevestir.com.br/madeiras-ecologicas/2020/
 Foto: Edifício Aruá, projeto da FGMF

 Estande: 1340
 exporevestir.com.br/finottato/2020/

CLICK SYSTEM IS 
THE RELEASE OF THE 
EUCAFLOOR PRIME LINE

Eucafloor presents the new installation system 
Click also on the Prime line, which becomes 
the only one on the market available on both 
installation systems: glue or fitting. 

The other novelty is the new patterns Noce 
Oro and Lâmina Amêndoa, exclusive for 
glue installation, which add to the patterns 
Carvalho, Ipê Real and Capuccino. The Fresno 
Decapê, Carvalho Maiorca, Valência, Nova 
Acácia and Nogueira Natural patterns are 
available for choosing on both systems.

 Estande: 1257
 exporevestir.com.br/eucafloor/2020/
 Foto: Carvalho Maiorca

ECLISSE LAUNCHES 
THE ERGON LIVING

To reduce the obstacles and gain more space 
is the concept of Ergon Living, roto-translation 
door released by Eclisse for 2020. It offers a 
gain of 50% of the space that a rotating door 
occupies, that is, the innovative movement 
of the roto-translation allows the door to use 
half of the space when its opened. The novelty 
brings new perspectives to the decorations of 
small environments.

 Estande: 2340
 exporevestir.com.br/eclisse-brasil/2020/
 Foto: Porta Ergon

Member of the Italian group Geofin, Madeiras 
Ecológicas combines technology, sustainability 
and constant innovation. The WPC (Wood 
Plastic Composite) contain 65% of natural 
wood and 35% of polyethylene and additives – 
brings quality, durability and low maintenance 
to the consumer, combined with a splendid 
natural look. Another highlight of the product 
is regarding the environment: it is 100% 
recyclable, its composition allows the material 
to be recycled.
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COVERINGS

 Estande: 416

ARAFORROS RELEASES 
LINE INSPIRED BY WOOD 
AND CEMENT

Combining design, style and personality, 
Araforros releases exclusive products that 
offer more beauty and feeling of well being 
for environments with the Vinyl Covering for 
Ceiling Line. Developed for the segment of 
architecture and high standard works, the 
PLUS line features collections inspired by 
the sophistication of wood and robustness of 
cement. The Vinyl Ceiling line of the company 
brings to the market products that express 
naturality on the images portrayed, unique 
graphics and singular texture.

 Estande: 1820
 exporevestir.com.br/adama/2020/
 Foto: Ladrilho Hidraulico Selva

THE HYDRAULIC 
TILES AND 
COVERINGS BY 
ADAMÁ

With artisanal production, authentic design 
and inspired by the culture, attitude and 
nature of Brazil, the brand presents extra 
thin hydraulic tiles and lighter and modern 
coverings for external areas. The hydraulic 
tiles (20cm x 20cm) are signed by the 
architect Edan Shoher and can be installed 
on walls and floor. The pieces honor the 
Brazilian nature and culture: Amazonas, 
Delirio, Iemanja, Samba, Selva and Urbano.

ARMSTRONG WORLD 
INDUSTRIES HAS THE 
ACOUSTIC SOLUTION 
FOR DIFFERENT 
ENVIRONMENTS

The Armstrong World Industries, Inc. 
(AWI) is leader in acoustic solutions, lining 
and covering of walls for commercial and 
residential use. At home, at work, hospitals, 
classrooms, stores or restaurants, the 
company offers acoustic solutions that help 
on the comfort, time saving, improving the 
efficiency of the construction and overall 
performance, creating beautiful spaces. The 
company develops sustainable solutions, with 
design and acoustic performance that makes 
a positive difference on the spaces where 
people live, work and learn.

 Estande: 500
 exporevestir.com.br/armstrong-ceilings/2020/

OTHER
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VINYL FLOORING BY 
ARQUITECH

The Magnifique line of vinyl flooring offers 
acoustic and thermal comfort, it’s resistant to 
scratches and it is easy to clean. Besides, has 
unique beauty with different color options. 
There is a fundamental relation between the 
quality of a product and the brand behind it, 
therefore Arquitech invests on this relation, 
keeping a perfectionist posture in everything 
they do. The Magnifique line is a floor cover 
that brings refinement, comfort and beauty to 
the environments where it is applied.

 Estande: 1565
 exporevestir.com.br/arquitech-rodapes/2020/
 Foto: piso vinílico

BELGOTEX: PRIVACY 
WITH ELEGANCE

Belgotex do Brasil presents two special 
coverings: the state-of-the-art self supporting 
vinyl flooring Hercules Square and the 
decorating concrete Stonefloor. Modern and 
highly resistant, Hercules Square is ideal for 
raised floor systems because it is made of 
fiberglass which grants more dimensional 
stability. The Stonefloor was inspired by the 
intense beauty of concrete. It was designed on 
the size 30,5cm x 61cm and offers versatility to 
the minimalist architecture.

 Estande: 959
 exporevestir.com.br/belgotex-do-brasil/2020/
 Foto: Stonefloor Concrete e Agregatta Brecia

 Estande: 517
 exporevestir.com.br/belamari/2020/

BELAMARI RELEASES 
NEW COLORS OF GLASS 
TILES INSPIRED BY 
BRAZILIAN BEACHES

The three new glass tiles are part of the 
Domus Line, for internal and external 
environments, especially pools. The pieces 
are exclusive and have colors inspired by the 
beaches all around Brazilian coast: Bonete, 
Verde Maragogi and Branco Atalia. Although 
the tones are ideal for the pool area, the use 
is not exclusive, since the colors are also 
assertive on internal environments such as 
kitchens and bathroom.

RELEASES BY 
CASTELATTO 
MARKED BY COLOR 
AND VERSATILITY

The Polygon line, composed by hexagonal 
small pieces and one of the flagship products 
of the brand, comes with full steam ahead and 
presents the versatility of the architectonic 
concrete of Castelatto in 10 new colors: Lead, 
Grey, Fendi, Sand, White, Blue, Coral, Pink, 
Black and Green. The line can be applied on 
internal and external environments and, even 
if exposed to the weather, will not lose its 
shade. Thanks to the possibility of rotation of 
the pieces (17,3 x 15 x 3,5 cm) when layed, it is 
possible to reproduce different effects that, 
with proper lighting, make the projects more 
bold and surprising.

 Estande: 534
 exporevestir.com.br/castelatto/2020/
 Foto: Linha Polygon
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LURCA CREATES A 
COLLECTION INSPIRED BY 
THE ATLANTIC FOREST

The new ceramic tile collection by Lurca, 
the Mata Collection, was inspired by the 
great flora diversity of Atlantic Forest, with 
exuberance of colors and shapes. There are 
eight new models: Hibisco, Alpinia, Hera, 
Caeté, Broto, Taiá, Léia and Sagu. The tiles 
are screen-printed and burned on 940 
degrees, resulting on durable pieces of low 
maintenance. The size of the pieces is 15,4 x1 
5,4cm each.

INTERFLOOR: PVC 
FLOORING WITH 
GRANILITE FINIS

LEPRI PRESENTS 
COLLECTIONS INSPIRED 
BY THE SOIL

As a result of a series of investments on 
global trend researches and manufacturing 
technology, the new finishing brings a 
reinterpretation of the natural texture of 
the granite. The finishing Bianco, Nero 
and Asoluto are indicated both for small, 
medium or high traffic environments.They are 
produced through a process of lamination in 
PVC layers, preserving its technical and visual 
characteristics for much longer.

The soil offers life. Constant creativity, movement 
and experience. It is transforming. A natural 
palette referring to coziness. The natural invading 
the projects. Lepri presents the Terrazzo and 
Tradizionale collections. The first is the brick 
Terrazzo Torino, with a grey background and 
black rocks mixed on its composition, referring 
to granilite, a type of covering once very used in 
Brazil on the decades of 1940 and 1950 and which 
is back as a trend over the past years. The second, 
Tradizionale, brings small stripes added to the 
floor tile and also to the little bricks, offering a 
perfect mix of retro and contemporary, the colors 
as a basic spice for the decor with personality.

 Estande: 1212
  exporevestir.com.br/interfloor-pisos-e-
revestimentos-de-pvc/2020/
 Foto: Bianco; Nero.

 Estande: 1638
  exporevestir.com.br/lepri/2020/
 Foto: Terrazzo Torino 7 x 23 cm

 Estande: 630
 exporevestir.com.br/lurca-azulejos/2020/
 Foto: Caeté

 Estande: 1870
 exporevestir.com.br/pierini-revestimentos/2020/
 Foto: Azul Piscina 15 x 15

PIERINI IS INSPIRED BY 
THE BRAZILIAN BEACHES

Guarda, Jeri, Joaquina, Maragogi and 
Noronha were the inspirations of the brand 
for its new line of pool coverings with 
special colors. Available on size 20 x 20 cm. 
Also, the brand is also presenting novelties 
for pools and wet areas on size 15 x 15 cm, 
on colors Branco Brilho, Branco Acetinado, 
Azul Piscina and Azul Cobalto.
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AMBIENTA® MAKE 
IT, THE NEW LINE BY 
TARKETT

RUFFINO ACABAMENTOS 
RELEASES THE 
CEMENTO LINE

Inspired by contemporary art, the new line 
merge geometric shapes and a vibrant palette 
of colors, that bring a new concept to the 
projects. Aside from the classic square and 
rectangle shaped options, the line presents 
the triangle and trapezium shapes for walls 
and floor tiles. All plates and boards are 
available in eight colors. The line also brings to 
the environment the features of vinyl flooring, 
such as quick and clean installation, even over 
other kinds of covering.

The main release of Ruffino Acabamentos 
is the Cemento line on the collections 
Sofisticato and Bravo, for residential 
environments (45 x 45cm) and commercial 
environments (90 x 90cm), respectively. The 
collection for residential environments is 
dedicated to the public that seeks a product 
of good cost benefit for smaller spaces, such 
as studios and boutique apartments. For 
commercial environments of medium and high 
traffic, the plates are made with fiberglass, 
which grants more dimensional stability 
and significantly reduces  the retraction and 
dilatation of it.

The 2020 collection that Solarium 
Revestimentos presents at Expo Revestir 
brings signatures of three renowned 
architects: Arthur Casas, Rodrigo Ohtake and 
Vivian Coser. They combine their talents to 
the traditional brand of the industry of floor 
tiles and cement coverings of the country. 
Aside from the pieces conceived by the 
designers, Solarium also brings a floor tiles 
line of their own creation. This year als marks 
the change of location of the Solarium booth 
at the Fair, that is now number 1950, street 19, 
on the same pavilion C in which has been on 
all other editions.

THE NEW CONCEPT OF 
CERÂMICA STRUFALDI

STRAIGHT AND CURVY 
LINES, SIMPLICITY AND 
BOLDNESS ON THE 2020 
RELEASES BY SOLARIUM 
REVESTIMENTOS

The new product line developed for pools, 
external and leisure areas features coverings 
on the sizes 10 x 10 cm (mesh with 12 pieces 
plates) and 20 x 20 cm (single piece). One 
of the highlights are the Samoa and Palau, 
inspired by the volcanic stone Hijau. With 
green and bluish tones, it is recommended 
to be used on environments and pools with 
external lighting. Another novelty is the São 
Tomé cover on size 20 x 20 cm, produced 
with ceramic with the high definition digital 
printing system and indicated for the 
surroundings of pools. 

 Estande: 316
  exporevestir.com.br/strufaldi-
revestimentos-ceramicos/2020/
 Foto: Palau

 Estande: 1055
 exporevestir.com.br/tarkett/2020/
  Foto: Ambienta Make It - Dark Purple; 
Moss Green; Light Grey

 Estande: 963
  exporevestir.com.br/ruffino-
acabamentos/2020/
 Foto: Linha Bravo - Titânio

 Estande: 1950
  exporevestir.com.br/solarium-
revestimentos/2020/
 Foto: Braille, Arthur Casas.
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 Estande: 2803A
 exporevestir.com.br/astra-sa-industria/2020/
 Foto: Cuba de bambu

ASTRA INCREASES ITS 
CONCEPT LINE WITH 
THE BAMBOO SINK

Following the arqdecor trend of using natural 
materials, Astra releases the sink that is 
made out of Bamboo. The piece has a design 
that mix, harmoniously, straight and curved 
lines, resulting on a more fluid canoe shape. 
The finishing has a differentiated shine and 
soft touch. It is 41cm length and width, 13cm 
height and weights 4,20kg.

CELITE LAUNCHING 
PIECES THAT 
COMBINE DESIGN AND 
TECHNOLOGY

On the toilet segment, Celite releases the 
Saveiro Toilet with horizontal output, that 
avoids the pipe going under it, making it 
possible to create or redoing a bathroom 
without bothering the neighbours, and the 
Suspended Azalea Toilet, that can be installed 
on a brick wall and drywall. On the metals 
segment, the brand presents collections as the 
Flow and increases the lines Basic and Acesso. Estande: 2800

 exporevestir.com.br/celite/2020/
 Foto: Torneira Basic; Bacia Azalea

SANITARY WARE,
METAL AND
ACESSORIES
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DOCOL 
RELEASES THE 
DOCOLPRONTO 
FITTINGS

DEBACCO LAUNCHES 
THE APPLIANCE 
LINE AND KITCHEN 
SOLUTIONS

The “high-end” appliance line offers a 
complete solution for the kitchen, composed 
by suction hood, cooktop, oven, combined 
oven and microwave.  The suction hoods, 
with brushed stainless steel finish, are 
available for the wall and island kitchen, and 
with different sized lamps. The cooktops are 
of 4 or 5 gas burners and domino (1 burner); 
the finishing is in stainless steel and features 
Sabaf burners. The ovens (electric and combi 
microwave), offer a variety of functions and 
sizes (liters), and adapt to the different sizes 
of kitchens and many needs.

 Estande: 2531
 exporevestir.com.br/debacco/2020/
 Foto: Forno elétrico

 Estande: 2429 / 2432
 exporevestir.com.br/docol/2020/
  Foto: Misturador Monocomando para 
Cozinha DocolPronto

With a single tap offering 6 types of water with 
the simple touch, the DocolPronto fittings is 
unprecedent on the Brazilian market. Not only 
does it offer the 3 types of water (warm, cold 
and mixed), the fitting also offers three types 
of purified water: cold (3oC), sparkling cold 
and super hot (98oC). Thus, in a few seconds, 
it is possible to make tea, coffee, a beverage or 
natural soda. Installed under the countertop, 
this automatic system is safe and of easy 
maintenance, leaving the countertop free and 
allowing more freedom for the projects of the 
contemporary kitchens.

 Estande: 313 / 331
 exporevestir.com.br/deca/2020/
 Foto: filtro Twin Click

DECA RELEASES 
NEW TWIN CLICK 
FILTER

The Twin that everyone knows just got a 
longer spout, making it more compatible 
with bigger sinks, and with a more practical 
trigger of the filter with a click button. The 
product has the filter element with Carbon 
Block technology, which is inside the 
“body” of the metal, saving space under the 
countertop (granting more storage space) 
and allowing a quick and easy replacement, 
when needed. The novelty will be marketed 
with the following finishes: Chromed, Black 
Matte, Red Gold.

DOKA LAUNCHING 
METAL COLLECTION IN 
5 COLORS AND THE NEW 
GENERATION OF TUBS

The brand is bringing its new collection of 
metals Rainbow, composed by straight and 
soft lines and the new generation of the Air 
Massage tubs.  With unique and constant 
design, the pieces of the Rainbow line have 
the same model in 5 options of colors on the 
metals (GunMetal, Rose Gold, Matt Black, 
Gold and Chrome), allowing the creation 
of exclusive and customized spaces. The 
Air Massage tubs were redesigned seeking 
improvements without losing any functionality 
and technology. At the booth, the three world-
renowned tubs will be on display: Victoria + 
Albert: Amalfi, Barcelona (on the new color 
GunMetal) and the Victorian Cheshire.

 Estande: 2622
 exporevestir.com.br/doka-bath-work/2020/
  Foto: coleção Rainbow Rose Gold
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JAPI: SIGNED 
TOILET

The Gota toilet is part of the Japi Studio line, 
signed by Oswaldo Mellone, one of the most 
active and known industrial designers of the 
country, and Mariana Quinelato, Architect 
and Urbanist. Inspired by the raindrops that, 
when pouring down, create different designs, 
like a mosaic, a grid and a sculpture. Besides, 
the brand is also presenting the Octogonal 
line, with toilets that turn into furniture, and 
furniture that turn into toilets. There are three 
models: coffee table/toilet, footrest/toilet and 
a high toilet/table.

 Estande: 2803
 exporevestir.com.br/japi/2020/
 Foto: Vaso Gota

INCEPA EXPLORES SHADES 
AND MATTE FINISHING

The Platinum lines, of sinks, and Boss, of 
close coupled toilet and seat, are launched 
in 6 colors: Branco Brilho, Branco Matte, 
Champagne, Gris, Noir and Rose. Also, 
the Platinum line was developed with the 
Titanium® technology, developed by Roca 
Brasil, that allows the manufacturing of sinks 
with thin borders, 30% more resistant and 
40% lighter than the conventional models. 
For the metals, the fittings to kitchen and 
bathrooms are the main attraction. Lines 
Misano and Trentino, present minimalist and 
sustainable design.

 Estande: 2640/ 2835
 exporevestir.com.br/incepa/2020/
 Foto: Cuba AP Platinun 600 x 415 Preto

 Estande: 2409
  exporevestir.com.br/icasa-loucas-
sanitarias/2020/

ICASA: MAKING THE 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
SIMPLER

In order to provide more comfort and 
practicality at the purchase inside the store, 
ICASA launches the Combos of toilets and 
close coupled toilets. Each combo features 
the toilet combined with all necessary items 
for the installation, such as seats, seal rings, 
screws, flexible tube, connection tubes and 
manual. That means the customer doesn’t 
have to worry about the type of seat or 
correct screw for the installation.

Hydra is releasing at Expo Revestir the purifiers 
of the Puravitta line, that offer more healthy 
water since they remove over 75% of the 
chlorine, and also remove waste such as sand, 
mud, mold and rust, keeping the necessary 
fluorine, as well as the mineral salts. The line, 
on the complete version, offers customized 
temperature, even when it’s on, enabling the 
visualization of the temperature variation 
through the digital colored LED present on the 
base of the spout, indicating from hot water (red 
light) to cold water (green light). 

HYDRA RELEASES THE 
PURAVITTA LINE

 Estande: 313 / 331
 exporevestir.com.br/deca/2020/
  Foto: Torneira Eletrônica com Purificador
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 Estande: 636
 exporevestir.com.br/sanitrit/2020/

SANITRIT RELEASES 
TOILET WITH 
EMBEDDED GRINDER 

Developed in partnership with Panasonic, 
the Sanismart toilet has the Rimless system, 
thought out to simplify the cleaning and 
reducing the water consumption. The toilet 
is equipped with an embedded grinder that 
allows its installation even in places with no 
sewage system. The system pumps the sewage 
up to 30 meters horizontally through a pipe of 
only 32mm to reach the main pipe of the house. 
Expected version with electronic bidet. 

THE SILENT SUCTION 
HOOD BY TRAMONTINA

The new Dritta Split reduces up to 71% of the 
noise and it is available in two versions: Dritta 
90 Split and Dritta Isla 90 Split. It is the first 
time that the brand develops suction hoods 
without the internal engine. Thus, the engine is 
installed on a distance of up to 6 meters from 
the body of the suction hood. The engine must 
be installed in a closed environment. It can’t 
be - yet - be installed on external environments. 
The suction hoods have maximum power of 
845m 3 /h, distributed into 4 speeds, being 
ideal to change the air 12 times per hour on 
environments of up to 26m².

 Estande: 300
 exporevestir.com.br/tramontina/2020/

ROCA BETS ON 
TECHNOLOGY, 
COLORS AND PIECES 
FOR THE KITCHEN

Following the global trend of Smart Bathrooms, 
that combines design, high performance, 
technology and sustainability, the brand presents 
toilets and toilet seats with electronic technology. 
The toilets are suspended and the close coupled is 
hidden behind the brick wall or drywall, granting 
a clean environment. The portfolio of fittings 
is being released with matte finishing. The sink 
and toilet get shades that value the aesthetic 
of the environment and bring modernity and 
sophistication to bathrooms and restrooms. For 
the metals, Roca brings the gourmet fittings of 
lines Syra, Syra-F and Mencia, with extractable 
nozzle and Cold Start technology.

LORENZETTI LAUNCHING 
SUSPENDED SINKS AND 
FAUCET LINE

With the design inspired by tree leafs, the 
vessel sink LS-50 stands out for the minimalist 
design and fluid interior, without straight 
corners, which avoid splash and dirt build-up. 
Versatile, it can be used as a suspended sink 
or vessel sink on top of countertops. The Flatt 
Rose Gold line comes with faucets for basins 
with high spout and for kitchen. The rose 
gold color, a mix of aged pink and copper, 
harmonizes with different styles and tones. The 
Loren Code faucet line was extended and the 
pieces stand out for the straight and curvy lines. 

 Estande: 2444
 exporevestir.com.br/lorenzetti/2020/
 Foto: LS-50 suspensa

 Estande: 2620/ 2825
 exporevestir.com.br/roca/2020/
  Foto: Cuba apoio 800 x 482 com saboneteira 
F Marques Onix
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 Estande: 1703
 exporevestir.com.br/atenua-som/2020/
 Foto: Janela antirruido PVC

ATENUA SOM: 
PRIVACY WITH 
ELEGANCE

Turning 33 years old, the brand presents 
releases in windows and doors that deliver 
performance, elegance and privacy. Among the 
launches, PVC Doors and Windows and anti-
noise, SlidLux Window and the Privacy Glass. 
The PVC products offer resistance, durability 
and savings of up to 40% on electrical expenses. 
The anti-noise doors and windows can be 
installed from the inside of the place, avoiding 
conflicts with the facade. SlidLux, all made of 
glass, allows the interaction between internal 
and external environments, also providing 
thermal and acoustic performance. The Privacy 
Glass delivers privacy with one touch: just press 
the button to make it transparent or translucent.

ATRIM: BRONZE 
SQUARE TERMINATION 
AND LED LIGHTING

The Bronze Square Termination is a versatile 
profile that can be used as a divisor on the 
floor of the same level, to unite different 
coverings on 90 degrees, to delimit an area 
or to conclude a step. The Bronze highlights 
the endings and brings elegance and 
sophistication to the spaces. Besides, Atrim is 
also presenting the Lumière Line, which offers 
a full range of profiles and baseboards for LED 
lighting to create environments with direct 
or indirect lighting, indicate areas, highlight 
surfaces and furnitures.

 Estande: 1570
 exporevestir.com.br/atrim/2020/
 Foto: Guardacanto Quadra - Bronze

INSTALLING,
FINISHING AND
OTHERS

BOSCH: LASER 
MEASURING TOOL 
WITH CAMERA BRINGS 
PRECISION TO THE 
PROJECTS

Bosch brings solutions for smart measuring, 
aiming to facilitate even more the day to 
day of architects, designers, decorators and 
engineers, with precision and saving time. 
One of the highlights is the GLM 120 C laser 
measuring tool, with integrated camera and 
wide screen to improve the visualization 
of long distance measurements, even on 
external areas with the incidence of solar 
light. With the app, it is possible to send the 
data in a fast and easy way, through Bluetooth 
or USB to the computer, tablet or smartphone.

 Estande: 1780
 exporevestir.com.br/bosch/2020
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LINEAR GROUP: 
NEW COLORS AND 
METALLIZED

KAPAZI RELEASES 12 
MODELS OF CREATIVE 
DOORMATS 

The group adds to the mix of drains of its 
brands over 60 new options of combinations, 
subdivided into eight lines. From black to 
gold, the new products also feature the DIY 
vibe, in which options of grids come to make 
it easier for the customer to change their 
spaces, without needing to remodel it. 

There are 12 new models for different 
personalities. One of the highlights is the 
Brisa Floresta Line, made for children as a 
creative and educative launch. Based on 
the “hopscotch” game, the product brings 
an interactive content without forgetting 
the decoration of the environment. Ideal 
for bedrooms, schools and playrooms. The 
company also brings the Clean Kaza line, with 
nine new models; the Tropical and Vinil Light 
Lines, merging the quality of a doormat to the 
creative decoration.

 Estande: 713
 exporevestir.com.br/grupo-linear/2020/
 Foto: Grelha Novii Cobre Rose 100 x 100

 Estande: 2560
 exporevestir.com.br/ideatec/2020/

 Estande: 957
 exporevestir.com.br/kapazi/2020/

IDEATEC 
PRESENTS ITS 
IDEAFELT – PET LINE

Ideafelt - PET offers an excellent acoustic 
design and the aesthetics that can be 
coupled to every part or place, respecting 
the environment, as it is manufactured with 
recycled polyester. 

It can be used as wall or ceiling covering, 
without an expensive installation and low 
maintenance. Besides, the polyester covering 
is available in a good range of colors. Sizes: 
1200x 600 mm and 600 x 600 mm.

CREATIVEDRIVE 
WANTS TO IMPROVE 
THE CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE

The global creation agency that combines 
technology and content production to 
deliver customized solutions to their 
customers presents their main services: 
CoverMat and the app Ios. The app is to 
simulate on real time and real environment 
the application of covering using the 
camera on your phone. The Covering 
Simulator is an app on web to test different 
coverings on static 3D scenes. 

 Estande: 1355
 exporevestir.com.br/creative-drive/2020/
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 Estande: 1238
 exporevestir.com.br/santa-luzia/2020/
  Foto: Ripa 466 e Filete Reserva Cumaru - 
Coleção Multilinha

SANTA LUZIA RELEASES 
SUSTAINABLE SLATTED 
FLOORS

As an alternative to the predominant use of 
natural wood, the slatted floors of the new 
Multilinha collection collaborate to the correct 
plastic disposal, as the expanded polystyrene, 
known as Isopor® or by the abbreviation EPS. 
Besides, they don’t get moldy, don’t rotten and 
won’t be attacked by termite. If you can’t give 
up on the wood, the collection also brings 
slatted floors made of certified pinus wood, 
with trees grown in farms of Santa Luzia.

QUARTZOLIT 
PRESENTS THE 
INNOVATIVE GROUT 
RENOVA FÁCIL

Quartzolit will present to the public the best 
solutions in laying, grouting, waterproofing, 
technical solutions, covering for facades and 
floor tiles. one of the items is the Renova 
Fácil Quartzolit grout (acrylic based grout to 
renovate old grout, indicated to overlay old 
grout of epoxy, acrylic and cement). With 
innovative design and easy application, the 
idea is to offer practicality to the public who 
wants to renovate spaces.

 Estande: 845A
 exporevestir.com.br/isover-saint-gobain/2020/
 Foto: Rejunte Renova Fácil

PADO RELEASES 
HIGH SECURITY 
LOCK

With three chromed steel pins, the box and the 
lid of the lock have 1,25 mm shielded, which 
avoid the insertion of objects and the access 
to the internal mechanisms. The lock is also in 
compliance with the ABNT in all requirements 
of maximum security, corrosion and functioning. 
They are available in seven models of door knobs 
and varied options of finishings, chromed satin, 
textured black, textured white, corten and rose. 
They are mortise locks and can be installed in 
steel, wood or aluminium doors, with thickness 
of 35mm or more.

 Estande: 2865
 exporevestir.com.br/pado/2020/

THE NEW TOOLS 
AND MACHINES BY 
MOLDIMPLAS

Representing, exclusively in Brazil, the brands 
Montolit (Italy) and Rubi (Spain), Moldimplas 
brings novelties in its own brands: Nivela Piso 
and Dimaestro. The manual cutter TZ-1550 
(Rubi) allows the easy and fast execution of 
angular cuts (0º to 45º) and cuts pieces of up 
to 155 cm. The ceramic manual cutter TX-MAX, 
also by Rubi, cuts products of up to 125 cm. The 
manual cutter Masterpiuma (Montolit) is the 
lighter one among the professional cutters and 
can cut pieces of thickness between 0-22mm, 
on a precise and easy way. Besides, the 
Diamestro trolley helps on the transport of large 
format pieces.

 Estande: 433
 exporevestir.com.br/moldimplas/2020/
 Foto: Carrinho de movimentação Dimaestro
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WEIKU BRINGS 
NOVELTIES FOR 
VISTAMAX, DETEC 
COLOR AND 
CORSTONE LINES

Following the minimalist trend, the Vistamax 
line of aluminium windows and doors allows the 
creation of lighted environments, versatile and 
with high thermal and acoustic performance. 
Besides, the aluminium windows have high level 
of resistance, safety and service life. The Detec 
Color line is formed by three layers of coverings 
on the frames, allowing the reduction of heat 
and high performance on the protection of 
windows. It is also offered in different colors. 
The Corstone line is composed of laminated 
glass manufactured with two plates of 4 to 
12 mm thick, allowing the customization with 
images or fabrics, on both sides. 

 Estande: 701
 exporevestir.com.br/weiku-do-brasil/2020/
 Foto: Linha Corstone

Brazilian exhibition of coverings, 
sanitary ware, faucets and 
finishing materials.
Expo Revestir has a new way to 
welcome you. Special days focus 
in different interests.
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